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weights and mesures (torYanghYOng~~~) -1- sokp'yonk, sang

p.498, 25:45b) • \veights and measures (and scales) should be made by the Ministry

< of ·orks and sent out to the various capital bureaus, the provinces and

\ the district towns. (note: Investigate the method to be used,

use copper (to make the \veights and measures) and make them well

and send them out to the varous capital bureaus, and also the provinces

and district to\ffiS and have each be stored in the officials's office or

yamen. Make them with precision in accordance with standards and

stamp a seal on them and circulate them for use. Inscribe the date

---

). (a 100 kun balance is a big one, a 30 kun is a

middle balance, and a 3 kun or 1 kun (one) is a small one)(end note)

) ,

(15-),

) ,

measure)

of manufacture on them and the name of the official bureau~tamL~EEX~~.

11 making a s~tff~~ard rule ~~ ~ ), 10 li(t )makes ~(11
CJ't ~ et ,.. dUL

10 pun makes a@'o~~.::J ),10 ch's-R-rinches) makes a ( foot),
~b'-K

--item: In the first month of every year weights, measures and balances

and 10 ch'ok makes a chang ( L :3 yard

~
In making a mal (measure: ryang~

10 chak( ~ ) makes 1 hop (~? t ), 10 hop makes 1 toe (Sung 4t
10 toe makes 1 mal (tu 2f- ); 10 mal makes 1 som (kok~t ).

In making a balance (choul, hyong ~t.1 ), 10 riC'l- ) makes 1 p'un

~Op'un makes 1 ton (ChOn~ ), 10 ton ~kes 1 ryang (~ ), and

10 ryang makes 1 kun (~

will be hung up for the people to see and use as standards in the

~ government offices in the capiaal and in each district town in the

proUnces.

--. item: Privately made weights, measures and balances will be compared wiili

standard ones in the capital agencE~s and district town in the spring

and fall of every year and then stamped (with a seal) (of approval)

25:46a) -item: Every time a provincial governor goes on a tour of the distticts,--
_(h~ ~ust receive the \·leights, measures, and balan~es in use in each district

town to investigate and compare them (with standards). Those Xka~xR&H
- ---"

J \\ (magistrates) where th~ (\veights and measures) are not standard \vill be puni. shed.
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p.498, 25:46a) indented section: I note that in both ancient and modern times,

1"'" mal ma~ som ct 4-~~ )(note: that is, ';('2.. ), but

in~ country 15 mal makes a some \'01f ). This is because we have continued

a mistaken practice and have been lax, and because of this we have

made mistakes in our arithmetic calculat'ions and it has interiTered
---

with measuring ~~ lengths and volumes, so we ought to change

(our system to one in which) 10 mal makes a som.* (note: Some people
'--------

say that because our country's .mal (tu t )is small, ~~ them

are equivalent to 10 Chinese mal, and that is the reason why (our
.--------.

I system) is the way it is. But this, too, is not so. If our countJY 's-
mal is really small, then we ought to change the mal and toe(tu and s~ng)

-_.-----

and look for the correct size. If you want to make the details

(ends) of things all equal (correct), you hae to make the basic

(things) right. With regard to the numbers of things in Heaven and

Earth (in the world, universe), they begin with the number 1, and

~ are completed (used to form) tens. 10 is the best number for calculations

Cshipcha su chi ktik ya tt ,"2.;~~' This is the reason "hY--;;;:;;

tCj ) are added togeher (in tens) to form hOP(~ ), which are

added (in lOs) to form toe (s~ng) etc ••. in every case of which 10-

something that should not be changed, then you lose (make mistakes)...-----------_ ..._--- ,--_. ' ----'

in the standards (of measurement) of things and it becomes inconvenient
Lj'l .L, ~

in using things (yong kwi a sa \~ ·~3',:;".f )(it perverts the proper

use of things). It is for this reason that when the present sam

---- -- - --.- .__.........-...----------_.-

is the basic unit. Anu this is the reason why in ancient times the mal

point here was small and 10 of them were l'lsed to make a sam (kOk~~). At the
is that I
the decimal f: present time in China the mal is large, but still 10 of them a~e ~aX

:~;~~~o~s V fa~~e~he~_t? make a som, s a the ratio of 10 ma~-;:::om- is an.
because it I-;:':~
was used I unchanging system used both in ancient and modern times. If you change
in ancient
China and

, also modern
I China; also

works better

is compared (used as a standard of comparison or measurement) for

( numbers of thi~, mistak:: jre ~~ein the rec~rds? (in the system?),

j~ 'f0f~~~J?~~ '~H !K~~0
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nd Hhen these

yields arethe fractions that u it

- ~~~tt<.1f1
nanyongY(j ~\'fiv~·

the standard methods (p~p, fa),

-6 - )). -t'·lfI t;t
then errors are made in measurement (the system) ( J 11:- z..J O-z. ~ Z1. ;~ IJ~t a ). ';fuen (this ~mal som) is used for making a total

accounting (hOegye~*j.-) ,
i7 \411

difficult to use (kk - iryong i

p.498, 25:46a) and when it is used to compare with

are used for loading on horses (for transport), the,eight (limits)

are often exceeded making it difficul t to transport. Hmv can lIe

thus folloH along in the use of a lax (and haphazard) system, and

in x the end not change~t? The Korean mal is not mistaken just
'r-

because it may be small, while the Chinese mal may not necessarily

25:46b) be correct just because it is large. ven though it is not possible

to see nxxXK««~ the a (size of) the ancient mal measure, I have

read th::or:s -of Li Hoe (Li.J;iUi? ftt) of the lei dynasty who said:
un~I1ed rice

"liThe harvest of millet (112 ) in an average year on 100 mou of landrr..
Has,150 shih ()(y- :som). In anex:tremely good year, the harvest

is 4 times as much, or 600 shih; and in a bad year only half as much
~ --

or 300 shih is harvested. Every person eats 1 112 shih per month."XXxXxx

(of unhulled rice)
1 i 1/2 shih (sok)/is equivalent to 7 mal of husked rice.

:0 ~hu-kKo Liang~~~) of the Han ElIDtRXXxXK didn I t eat more

2 or 3 toe (sungJt ) of rice per day, but Ssu-ma I CZ0~~)
that if you eat too little food, then XEXXRXXe: it interferes ,vith

work. If you exten t he argument on the basis of these statements,

then (it would appear that) the mal measure of our country is not much

). In addi tion, the re is a sma lle r mal

measure is double the size of our_~~nt~~s~~l.

------- ,

~ang dynasty ~lll ( r;:, z.t-
measure which is lIcarcelY half the size of the T~anILmal, and thisis

c~lled the Chou !1k.tJ;y mal. In general in determining the (proper) Size,

I
(far) different from the ancient mal measure, and that the Chinese mal

"""1 ,~~asur_es errs by being ~lar!:. At t_h_e_p_r_e_s_e_n_t__t_~_·m_e__th_e_C.hinese9~
This is called the
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p.498, 25:46b) (you follow the principle used in musical tuning 'vhereby) only after

determining the pitch pipes (YUlkwan~~) to tune the sound of
musical i~struments can you get the correct pitch. And thus when it

/ ) comes to the idea of using a 10 mal sized som, this should be a standard

\ and unchanging law.)(end note)

In the time of \vu-ti of the Chin cYnasty (des tern Chin, 265-290)-
aug up the ground and found the ancient cha( t? :foot measure).

\\ ~/ ' f"-.
The Shang-shu(\~,~ ) memorialized that at the present time the
~

length of the foot (measure) was longer than in ancient times

and made utensils so that they would be useful in accordance with the
they divided the he~vens into 3 arts and the earth in two

times, they NXU devised numbers (literally used the char~ "heavenll

that since

accordanceand that

with the

(the present measure) ought to be rectified in
'1f2
P45
'j/f. Y2

ancient (standard). Fan Yo ( ,,~) believed
--------- \

(the present standard measure) was in use for such a long time, it
\Alv- J7".., ~

ought not to be changed. Chih Yu(~ I~~ ) xa discussed this, saying:

11Because in the past the sages viewed (the mode of life? complicatedness

J::-.T~--2.. of t he world and compared (estimated:0) the shape of things

planned divisions
(for musical instruments)

for the length of things.

to stand for the number 3 and the character, "earth", to stand for no. 2?

t"~~ WA'~ ~n order to establish lOOX:nm:X a correct system
(of the pesitions of stars)

for making calculations (and doing arithmetic). And in accordance with

[

lU (regulations? tones of the Pitch-PiPeS?~~
in musical tones ~ 1r

(in numbers?~) in order to regulate XkRx a scale

Since what they created exists, then there exists evidence~? for its

) ,
p.499, 2S,47a) :::l:::t:::·ya::,Y::a:::e:::g:::t::d :::ep:f::a:::it~p~n~~

where the situat~on ~
then there is nothing on Heaven or earth/that can be hidden (from understanding?)

and if tXkHX!llE the (position of'?) the 3 star~ is made correct, it would
(position of) the sun and moon

ot be possible to allow for any error in the appearance of phemonena

'~h ~(Matthews: hYOnsang~~\ : the sun and moon). If this is apl:Hied
< Y(1- /,) A.

to (ancient musical) ~lls and ston~s (kUmsOk/~~ ), then the sounds

II '. ~!tS~~
and tones \'1111 be harmon~ous; and if it is applied to-fQQa6'lr~&. plumb 1 . nes,
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p.499, 25:47a) then utensils will be appropriate for use (\vill be made so that you

can use them). If one original (standard measure) is not mistaken, then

all kinds of objects \ill all be correct; while if (the standard)

is incorrect (has a discrpeancy), then all kinds of matters well

turn out contrary (to Hhat they should be). For this reason the length

(be right; and if it used in the historians's office, the calendar's

and heavenly phenomena will not come out right; end if used by the office

The sys tern of T' angH and :'.)u (Yao ..md

of the present-day foot (measure) is almos a half inch..J:onger than the-vi ancient ~tandard foot ~h, so that if this is used in the Music g~y

(LO-fU~,ftf)' the ~xxKkxxHRX pitch-pipe lengths? will not fi~--

I
of medicine, then the holes and spaces (used by acupuncture specialists)

\vill not come out (on the body. lVith regard to these three kinds of measures

are the basis from whcne calculations are made and the basis from which
Because

correct or erroneous (measurem~nts, calculatins) are made. ~x these
~

(

are all wrong a nd not in accord with one another, we ought to change

the present (standard measures) and follow the ancient (lengths).
') I-

Sh~ ffi-~ ) \'laS to make the lengths

-.f1-r of the pitch-pipes, the measures, weights., and scales the same. Confucius

i:S:~~ct~~::-t~ be :autious abou t b~lances (kun'gwon~~) and

ca:ful a~out ~es (SimdOti t ). At the present time because two
152 -~

\

(standard) foot lengths are used, we cannot say that they (measures) are

v/I t~e. Sil::\Ve are practicing \Jhat we know Xl to be wrong, \Je cannot

say that we are being cautious (as Confucius admonished us). If our
r

standards (measures) are not the same and we are not cautious (in setting

standard measures), this means that we are erring in our methods (laws),

and so it is not what we should shm', people in terms of setting standard

(measures for them?)( ..f.i..,SOi chipmul su? chuk shi in chi kH.k if-- !JS(V'A
ttL~~ t8~),~P It is in the nature of objects that even

though there are many (things), it may still be easy to change them;

and also that even though there are fe\'J of them, it still may be difficult
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p.499, 25:47b)

/~
to change them. Also, you can change things and it can cause the

situation to become more complicated (and annoying); or you can make a change

and it can make things simpler. Ueights and measu.re§ _ar.e \vha t people
---

use all the time, but it is not the desire of pe_~pJ:~ to_?ave (\Jeights

and measures) that vary in length; this is a case where even though

there are many things, it is easy to change them. To rectify what is

f/ in errxor to make it right, and to reverse what is perferse (wrong)

and m ke it co~rect (is what should be done so that) a one-time change
~

would (result in a situation) where we would not have two (different

measures) for a long time to come. This is a case of making a change.------
toward something simpler (than what we have at the present). Laws

and constituted procedures should not be incorrect in respect to old

things (institutions). lnd systems (of measures and waights) which

are off and do not match that are characteristic of the end of an age

and complicated and confused ought to be rectified (changed) from

(a period of decline), as well as the use of things that are heterodox

He ought to do as themade correct and unified.

memorializes. (end of Chih Wu's statement)
~~ (p'yojun mal) t "0 -

Hake a s~~ measure (karyang.--S; 'f. ) and place it in

time to time and be

~.~
Shang-shu ( \ iJF) =(0- )

the palace courtyard so that it may be a permanent standard (forever).

(note: If the standard measure (karyang) conforms to law, then the linear

measure and balances may also be used as references~~. Build a separate

bUilding in one corner of the palace courtyard, as in the manner of

the pres_nt day Pigak(~~~), and store (the standard measure) there.)(end note;

on hunt, he made the pitch-pipes, linear measures, volume measures and

balances the Same. And Confucius in talking about King hlu (of Chou)"s--reveraal (reform, fan 1)(. ) of the gover ment institut90ns of the

indented sec tion: I note that whenfue emperor Shun toured (the empire)---
Shang dynasty said: IIEe was careful about balances and (volume) measures,

and all govt measures in the four quarters were (well) carried out. 1I
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p.499, 25:47b) Also, the HSia-shu(·6\ .~...-- :z;..-\9-
(kuan-shih hua-pai \Jang-fu

:section of the Book of History) says:

tse yu~~~il~<@jJt19tJt :Pyongyang,

25:48a)

4, 336 translates this as IIThey unified the system of balances, pacified the

people so that they could live equally (\'lith the same incomes), and

the king's government also had more than enough for expenses. 1I Han, 4, 409

translates this as : The shih measure used for collecting taxes was
'--- ~

made equal (uniform), and there was plenty (of grain) to store in the

king's storehouse.)

The Chou volume measure (ChOU-liang~-t )was inscribed Hith-----the words: ENXKKXXxEg The chia-liang (standard measure) has already been

made and has been promulgated (sent out) to the Hhole country. Let

this be the standard forever for future generations. II (~~ttfi...~ l;1J
'~1)0 \~t~L-7t~~, ~~~i1~'~~

Generally speaking the sages (of the past) had unified the lengths, sizes,
--- -- - - - -- ----~

p' and Heights for the whole empire making it so that everyone who maER--manufactured things, paid or received (taxes) or exchanged goods all had

standards (measures) (for doing so). And there was no way by which

deceit and falsification could be carried out. Everything was equal
----_.---

and fair in the empirea and standards were perfected. But because they

were also concerned about the fact that there might be discrepancies

(in the standard measures) with the passage of time, they also set up

the, kuan-shih\c\~\<'1--- :standard volume measure) in t he King's storehouse
" . v;-/Z· - t; \~ ~- -

(vlang-fu i-M ), and they made the chia-liang($ "l. :standard volume

measure) and hung it as a model so that future generations would have

.-----...
a standard to refer to. So great \vere the i nteilItions of tlte_ sa~s, (of yore).

Later on by the time of the Ch'i~sty, Lo=~ Shang (Shang-Chun'~~

was also able to unify the balances, weights, and measures, so even though.--- - "_. - --

(the Heights and measures might not have been the same as those of the

former kings of the past, yet people were still able to know about the

past (standards) and carry them out. But in later ages (after thiS), this
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p.499, 25:48a) (kind of thing) "las rarely carried out. (there were few peqie who

kne,,, about this), \"htch \-laS no \lOnder (? \vu-k 'uai~ t11:-).

I
The administration of state government was not fair; fabrication (false

acts) among the people increased by the day, and all matters were thrown

into confusion, nobody kneu ,.;hat the standard (\"eights and measures)

were. If you have a bright (int~lig~nt)_~ing who appears (yu chak~i(z),

then he ought to study the origin of (the right) laws and straightaway

obtain \"hat is correct, and only after that shalld he cast standard

(Heights and measures) in metal and send them out to the food quarters--of the empire. In addition in accordance with ancient laws, he should

) made a standard

standard v~~sur: (chia-liang) and put it in the king's
f '---

(royal palace) to serve as a standard for later generations.
~

Chou-li, the

palace

make a

-. 1 ccording to the

~
meaaure (hangf ). He melted down gold and tin \.;ithout lozing any.

(note: Cheng Hsuan says that he melted it do~m skillfully without reducing

25:48b)

it in amount.)(end note) And after not losing any, he~RtgkRdxXK made

it into a scale (c~lian chih -mU (note: ch'lian means he divided

it (into a scale?)(end note). And after making it into a scale, he

used it as a standard (for I-leighing things) (chlin chih ;rtZ_Hnote:

For the character chun, in ancient times they probably used the character

SUi" Later)" Tu Tsu-ch 'un<-;ft1t: )says that they matched things

\\ with (the weight of) water. Metal objects had holes in them, they poured

water through the middle of the hole and it was equivahent to the weight

(of the object).) (end note). The standard Iveight Has made as heavy as

a puC :pyonaygnag, 4, 337, 6 tu and 4 sung); it was 1 foot deep,

and the inside part was 1 foot on each of the four sides; the outside

part ,las made round a nd the capacity \VaS in fact 1 pu. (D<i1te: It Has

named for its shape. 4 sung(~ ) was called a tu( ~ ),4 tu was called

a u(~), 4 ku was called a pu~\); hence a pu was 6 tu and 4 s[ng.

10 pu was ~x equivalent to a chong, a foot square with a capacity of

1,000 inchesJQ{ )(end note)
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p.499, 25:48b) The base is linch (deep)({A:k
t~J

), and the capacity is 1 tu( _~

so it can be held); it weighs 1 (/~

(note: means that the base is ; inch deep); the ears (on the jar) are

3 inches and its capacity is 1 sung (note: the ears are on the side

Hnote: Le. i~~(-/j~';e~

And the son (when gonged) matches the tone of the~l&ce of the yellow uR ~

bell (hwangjon chi kUng'~~u~,a:mt~ but this

measure is not used for taxation purposes) note: you can use it for

ordinary weighgng, but not taxation)(end note). Inscribed on it are

the words: shih-wen s~~-so chiu-? chi chi (simun sasaek kuch'i ki kuk)

(81it~ ~~~~ :~~e king who xx has clear
d\.

undersaanding of institutions and is virtuous kaKxamtmhm~t

deliberates well and adopts this for use, in fact xx he will obtain the

good result that this can become a true standard for the people--

Pyongyang, 4, 337). (note: si(~) is the old character for sin(1i :trustwroth
the s entaoce '> 1-i:iJ '.

And xx means "a ruler who is cultured and virtuous (mundok chi kun 7.. I~£p).
standards It-:

thinks about and searches for laws that he can estabHish f or the benefit

of the people, and trust will reach to the middle of the \ay)(end note)

Once the chia-liang (standard measure) is completed, then it is

U sent out to the empire (note: so it can be seen and copied), so that

it can be a standard forever for future geneIations. (note:.

p.500, 25:49a) \\fang Shao-yu(]::. 8~t )said: liThe standard weight \"as made in the

form of a vessel. The interior was square and the exterior was made round
representation

so that it was a symbol of Heaven and Earth. The meaning of the fact

that the base was 1 inch a nd the ears (on the side) were 3 inches \"as

to repres~~t the strange tK~~~xmMmkrnx~~am~the ktKKt ki-u

~ ~ d'(kiSU~ ~d numbers) and usu(~ :even numbers) of yin and yang.

The reason it weighed 1 (~ ) is to signify that the method of balancing

things resides in it. The reason its sound (when struck) matches that

of the yellow bell, is to show that the method of the pitch pipes (tonal
'-------.:_---

regulation) resides in it. That is, the yellow bell was the standard of
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first

:::I, -:f-t;
pentatonic scale (\vu-sheng~~ ).

standard weights) thus I

~
kung( I~ ) was the

thenote (guide ropes of

lU--tones), and the

the net ~~ of

The system of weighing (things by the use of

p.500, 25:49a) the pitch pipes (the

was devised from and originated in the yellow-bell (system of adjusting

tones). And tones also were adjusted to the kung tone of the yellmv bell.
did

How thus NRXR the laws of the empire not proceed (come out from) this and the

laws of the Xx 5 regulations not be accomplished (constituted) from

this? And this was not all there was to it. Kung(l~ ) in the 5
'2-- ~ ~I

elements (wu-hsing) stands for earth; and in the 5 tsa:ang (1i t~ :5

constant virtues?) stands for trustworthiness (hsin i~ ), so that

a me standard weight becomes the main basis for laws and regulations,

and moreover is used in order to establish trust inthe empire.
14- - .

Cheng Ching-chung( ~~6jl~ ) said: The use o~s as standards

is the leas t important of \lays f or maintaining s tandards and laws, but

even in its small way? it readhes to the limit of the subtleties and

fine points of the world. (its use) comes from the concern of a virtuous

king \vho :n:XxRX thus ends up in the great middle and most correct of

paths sofue people are taken tXE in the middle (?) and are protected

(by this method)?)(end note)

In the treatise in the Han-shu, the method of the vlU-tU( 121K :5

"'i linear measures?) they used a co~r (xeKXR~ linear measure) that was 1 inch

high, 2 inches \Jide and 1 chang (.~ ) long (Le. 10 ch'ok or feet)
~K plun, ch'i, chl~k

and they divided it into inches, feet and chang (yds) (chI on, ch'ok, chang),

all of which lengths were contained within it. For the Yin(i3 \ )(note:

equivalent to 10 chang), they used a piece of bamboo that was 10 chang

long and 1 pun (plun) high, 6 plun \vide. For the method of the 5 liang
volume

(XXN«XgRx measures), they used a copper (vessel) that was 1 foot square

(1 foot on each side) rounded on the outside and two handles on either side.

(note ••• ) The upper part (held) a som (kOk~1p), and the 10\ler part (held)

a mal (tu;J ); the left ear held a toe (lung u- ) and the right ear a~op
~I 1" \ (/~ )
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25:49a-b) The Yak(~ :reed; unit of weight (name of a measure) was in
-- \bI \,M"

the shape of a chak(~ ). In general for pipes, linear measures,

volume measures and scales, they used copper (utensils) each with its

own name and by this means they unified (made same) all the customs

( of the empire. Copper was the substance that could be worked in the

----------~-----------

------_._- -
boiling, winter cold or summer heat, nor was XKXEmEmHmx~~~~

) i~~han:~d. by "ind:-;:-a;:;;-:;:~:~~e. In the fact that it stayed

as it was it resembled the belwvior of a schol r chiln-tzu (grincely manlof co ns tant virtue), and this was the reason t hey used copper. The

reason they used bamboo for the Yin(~{ ) was because it was suitable.

(note: Because of the length of the yin it was difficult to keep stored,

says: Pan KU's treatiee on the two types of

used bamboo because it was convenient to store it.for that reason they

~iU Chiln (:h-7fi.)
linear and volume measures :s:a~a says about t he material used

so

forfueir manufacture that sometimes they used copper and sometimes bamboo;
"=--- ---..

this (kind of discussion) is ENX~ left out only with respect to balances.

But later on the text states, in discussing all the pitch-pipes, linear
t'"--

and volume measures and balances, Xke~ that copper was used. I beli9Ve--
that they used copper also for the balances. In later times they used

wood to make both the linear and volume measures. In the intervals in

the linear measures they used copper, but with respect to t he mal and som

volume measures, they rarely used copper. Making balances in the

form of utensils \"as not like the linear and volume measures. (The weights

and measures of later ages) were not the Same in the length and size but

'f& WtZI/ CCt7'¥0
each had their mm use. It ;"as only in fue case S?~balances that.) §t*R&~

'1f11ey used both the hyong( 1~.....1 ) and the chun( V ~ )
b~xkxa~fxmxm~~~~IIlID.IDi~~xQ:, he instrument was

KEXNX u~ed to compare (two different objects), and that was the reason

For the

materials

~1~
chun(*

used in its manufacture

) they used string; for

\"ere not the same in each case

the Ch'Uan(~~ ) they used copper,
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p. 500, 25: 49b) and in the case of the hyong, they used wood and it \'Jas made like

copper (objects). In later times they used \vood exclusively.) (end note)


